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Abstract

Bending of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is associated with many important biological processes such as DNA-protein recognition and DNA packaging into nucleosomes. Thermodynamics of dsDNA bending has been studied by a method called cyclization which relies on DNA ligase to covalently join short sticky ends of a dsDNA. However, ligation efficiency can be affected by many factors that are not related to dsDNA looping such as the DNA structure surrounding the joined sticky ends, and ligase can also affect the apparent looping rate through mechanisms such as nonspecific binding. Here, we show how to measure dsDNA looping kinetics without ligase by detecting transient DNA loop formation by FRET (Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer). dsDNA molecules are constructed using a simple PCR-based protocol with a FRET pair and a biotin linker. The looping probability density known as the J factor is extracted from the looping rate and the annealing rate between two disconnected sticky ends. By testing two dsDNAs with different intrinsic curvatures, we show that the J factor is sensitive to the intrinsic shape of the dsDNA.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/51667/

Introduction

Understanding the mechanical properties of dsDNA is of fundamental importance in basic sciences and engineering applications. The structure of dsDNA is more complicated than a straight helical ladder because roll, tilt, and twist angles between successive base pairs can vary with sequence. Thermal fluctuations can cause dsDNA to undergo diverse modes of conformational fluctuations such as bending, twisting and stretching. Transitions such as melting and kinking can also occur in extreme conditions.

Among these motions, dsDNA bending has the most noticeable biological impact. dsDNA bending is associated with gene repression or activation by bringing two distant sites close to each other. It also plays an important role in DNA packaging inside the cell nucleus or a viral capsid. Bending deformation of dsDNA can be visualized experimentally by high-resolution microscopy (AFM² and TEM³), and the thermodynamics and kinetics can be studied by looping assays, which chemically link juxtaposed sites of the dsDNA.

One such assay is ligase-dependent cyclization. In this assay, dsDNA molecules with ‘sticky’ (cohesive) ends are circularized or dimerized by DNA ligase. By comparing the rates of circle and dimer formation, one can obtain an effective molar concentration of one end of the DNA in the vicinity of the other end, which is known as the J factor. This J factor is dimensionally equivalent to the probability density of finding one end of the DNA at a short distance from the other end, and thus reflects the flexibility of the DNA. Measuring the J factor as a function of DNA length reveals many characteristics about DNA mechanics including the persistence length⁴,⁵.

The worm-like chain (WLC) model has been widely regarded as the canonical polymer model for dsDNA mechanics based on its success in explaining the force-extension curves obtained in DNA pulling experiments⁶, and correctly predicting the J factors of dsDNAs longer than 200 bp⁷. However, using the cyclization assay on dsDNA molecules as short as 100 bp, Cloutier and Widom measured the J factors to be several orders of magnitude higher than the WLC model prediction⁸. A year later, Du et al. produced J factors in agreement with the WLC model using the cyclization assay with lower concentrations of ligase and attributed the anomalous result from the Widom group to high ligase concentrations used. This controversy exemplifies the unavoidable influence of DNA ligase on cyclization kinetics when using the conventional assay. Moreover, DNA ligase can also affect DNA structure and stiffness through nonspecific binding⁹,¹⁰.

To eliminate the technical concerns of protein-dependent looping assays, we recently demonstrated a protein-free looping assay based on Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)¹¹. In this method, looped conformations are detected by FRET between the donor and acceptor attached near the sticky ends of a DNA molecule. An objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscope (TIRFM) is used to record trajectories of reversible looping and unlooping events from surface-immobilized single DNA molecules for a prolonged period of time. This method features PCR-based assembly of DNA molecules to generate mismatch-free DNA molecules, which is a crucial improvement over a similar method by Vafabakhsh and Ha¹². The single-molecule aspect of this protocol allows measurement of distributions in addition to ensemble averages while the FRET aspect allows one to measure DNA looping dynamics repeatedly from the same molecule, even in conditions that can impair ligase activity.
The TIRFM setup is shown in Figure 1. A custom-designed specimen stage is placed over an Olympus IX61 microscope body. 532 nm and 640 nm lasers are introduced from the side and are reflected by tiny elliptical mirrors\(^4\) into the high NA objective to achieve critical angle of incidence at the coverslip-water interface. We note that more widespread through-objective TIR using dichroic microscopes or prism-based TIR setups can also be used for this FRET application. The fluorescence image formed by the microscope is split into donor and acceptor images by a dichroic mirror. They are then re-imaged onto two halves of an EMCCD. Additional long-pass emission filters are used to reduce background signal.

Temperature control is essential for acquiring reproducible kinetic data. For temperature control, the objective is separated from the nosepiece of the microscope body to minimize heat transfer, and water from a temperature controlled chiller/heater is circulated through a brass collar that tightly fits around the interior metal beneath the objective jacket. This setup is able to achieve robust temperature control at the coverslip surface between 15 and 50 °C (Figure 2). In this work, the sample temperature was maintained at 24 °C.

The following protocol presents the step-by-step procedure for DNA construction, estimation of DNA shape, single-molecule experiment, and J factor determination.

### Protocol

#### 1. dsDNA Sample Preparation

1. Design globally curved DNAs by repeating a 10-mer sequence. For example, 5'-GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGC - (TTTATCATCTTTATCATCCX)- TTTCATCGAGCTCGTTGTTG-3' is a 186-bp curved DNA where X is a random extra base and the sequence flanking the repeating 10-mer sequence are adapter sequences.

   **NOTE:** In this example two 10-mers with opposite preferences to nucleosome formation based on a large-scale nucleosome occupancy study by Kaplan *et al.*\(^15\) were chosen. Since the helical repeat of dsDNA is close to 10 bp, any net deflection of the helical axis of the 10-mer will accumulate to produce a shape like a circular arc (Figure 3A). Since the helical period is closer to 10.5 bp, an extra base is inserted after every two repeats to keep the curved structure as planar as possible. These sequences shorter than 200 bp can be ordered from companies that offer gene synthesis service. It is convenient to flank these sequences with common adapter sequences for subsequent steps. The procedure is schematized in Figure 3B.

2. Perform PCR with Primer 1 (GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGC) and Primer 2 (/5Cy3/TAAATCTACAAACGAGCTCGAATG). **NOTE:** Primer 2 is labeled with the FRET donor Cy3 at the 5' end. A typical PCR recipe and cycling protocol are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

3. Perform PCR with Primer 3 (/5BioTEG/GAACATAGCLCy5/GAATTACGTCAGCGACAGATAGC) and Primer 4 (CAACAACAGAGCTCGAATG). **NOTE:** Primer 3 is labeled with the FRET acceptor Cy5 through the backbone and the biotin-linker at the 5' end. PCR recipe and cycling protocol are as above.

4. Purify the PCR products using a PCR cleanup kit.

5. Mix the Cy3-labeled product and the Cy5-labeled product in a buffer for strand exchange (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA) at final concentrations of 0.4 µM and 0.1 µM, respectively. **NOTE:** The excess Cy3-DNA increases the concentration of the duplex carrying both Cy3 and Cy5 as a result of strand exchange.

6. Exchange strands by incubating at 98.5 °C for 2 min, gradually cooling to 5 °C with ramp rate of 0.1 °C/sec, and incubating at 5 °C for 2 hr.

#### 2. Gel Electrophoresis to Detect dsDNA Curvature

1. Pour the polyacrylamide gel\(^16,17\) by mixing acrylamide and bis-acrylamide solutions at 29.2:0.8 ratio, 5% (w/v) in 1X Tris/Borate/EDTA (TBE) buffer at pH 8.0. **Note:** 10 ml of gel solution contains: 1.217 ml 40% acrylamide, 0.667 ml 2% bis-acrylamide, 1 ml TBE 10X, 100 L ammonium persulfate (APS) 10%, 10 L TEMED, and the rest is dH\(_2\)O. Full solidification of the gel takes about 30 min.

2. Load the polyacrylamide gel with DNA samples and the DNA ladder in 1X loading buffer (5% glycerol, 0.03% (w/v) bromophenol blue) and run the gel at 5-8 V/cm at 4 °C for 45 min or until the dye front approaches the end of the gel.

3. Stain the gel using 1X TBE buffer that contains 0.5 g/ml ethidium bromide for 30 min. Identify the DNA bands under UV illumination. Compare band positions with the size marker (100 bp DNA ladder) to calculate the apparent sizes of the DNA molecules. **NOTE:** Curved DNAs generally move slower than straight DNAs.

#### 3. Flow Cell Preparation

1. Drill 6-7 pairs of holes along two opposite edges of a glass slide (3" x 1") using a drill press and diamond drill bits. After drilling, rub the slide in flowing water to remove visible glass powder. **NOTE:** The holes serve as perfusion inlets and outlets. During drilling, cooling the slide with water is important to prevent cracking.

2. Place the slides upright in a glass jar and fill it with water. Sonicate for 15 min and transfer them into another glass jar dedicated for acetone cleaning. Run it with acetone and sonicate for 15 min. Rinse the slides with ethanol using a spray bottle and then with water. Place them in a polypropylene jar, fill it with 5 M potassium hydroxide, and sonicate for 15 min. Finally, sonicate the slides in water for 15 min. Clean the coverslips (no. 1, 24 x 40 mm) using the same protocol. **NOTE:** Cleaned slides and coverslips can be stored in dH\(_2\)O for long term use.

3. Mix 1 mg of biotin-PEG-silane (MW 3400) with 80 mg of mPEG-silane (MW 2000) in 340 L of 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate solution. Mix well and centrifuge the mixture briefly to get rid of bubbles. **NOTE:** The functionalization of the surface with polyethylene glycol (PEG) helps reduce nonspecific binding of DNA to the surface.

4. Put 80 L of the PEG solution on each slide and gently lower a coverslip over it. Wait for 45 min. Separate the coverslip from the slide with two tweezers, rinse them with copious amount of dH\(_2\)O and let them dry in open air.

5. Place thin strips of double-stick tape across the slide to form channels. Align a coverslip over it and firmly press the coverslip against the slide to form liquid-tight channels. Use 5 minute epoxy to seal the edges of the channels.
4. Preparation of Trolox Solution

1. Put ~30 mg Trolox and 10 ml dH₂O in a flask and use a magnet stir bar to stir the solution in open air for 18 hr.
2. Filter the solution using a 0.2 μm filter and adjust the pH to 7 by adding ~6 μl of 1 M Tris base (pH 11). Note: Trolox is an anti-blinking reagent which is commonly used in single-molecule studies[15]. The antifading action of Trolox comes from its oxidized derivative which is present in partially degraded Trolox solution[16]. Quickly dissolving Trolox in methanol or high pH Tris solution should be avoided because of inefficient oxidation.

5. Single-molecule Imaging

1. Inject 15 µl of NeutrAvidin solution (0.5 mg/ml) into the channel and wait for 2 min before rinsing with 100 µl of T50 buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.0).
2. Inject 50 µl of DNA sample (50-100 pM) into the channel. Wait for 5 min and rinse the unbound DNA away with 100 L of T50 buffer. NOTE: DNA molecules will specifically bind to the surface through the NeutrAvidin-biotin interaction.
3. Fill the channel with the imaging buffer that contains an oxygen scavenging system[20] (100 mM PCD, 5 mM PCA, 1 mM Trolox, and 500 mM NaCl).
4. Set the EMCCD in frame-transfer mode to stream 2 x 2 binned images (256 x 256) to the computer at 25 frames per sec.
5. Put immersion oil on the microscope objective, and fix the flow cell on the microscope stage using specimen clips. Coarse-adjust the focus by looking at the laser reflection pattern on the wall. Fine-adjust the focus using the live view of fluorescence images on the monitor.
6. Begin data acquisition with the 532 nm laser on. Check the live view and adjust the focus if necessary. Stop data acquisition when most molecules have photobleached.

NOTE: In this facility, a lab-written C program to control the microscope and display live images on the monitor as they are saved to the hard disk is used.

6. Image Processing and Data Analysis

NOTE: A time series of 256 x 256 images are processed by a MATLAB code to generate single-molecule time traces of Cy3 and Cy5 intensities. To pair pixels between the donor channel and the acceptor channel of the split-view image, 6-7 pairs of Cy3 and Cy5 spots, each pair from the same molecule evenly dispersed across the field of view, are manually picked, and an affine transformation is calculated using the coordinates of these spots as anchor points.

1. Using a MATLAB script, look through all single-molecule time traces that show multiple transitions between low and high FRET signals. Identify the looped and unlooped states.

NOTE: The FRET signal is defined as the Cy5 intensity (Iₕ) divided by the sum of Cy3 and Cy5 intensities (Iₕ + I₝). Looped state has high FRET value while unlooped state has low FRET value. The histogram of FRET signals from a single molecule is bimodally distributed because of reversible looping and unlooping.

2. Calculate the FRET efficiency as E = Iₕ / (Iₕ + I₝) and assign the looped states with high FRET values and the unlooped states with low FRET values.

3. Using a MATLAB script, analyze the cumulative number of molecules (N(t)) that looped (or reached the high FRET state) at different time lapses since the start of data acquisition. NOTE: Since a dsDNA molecule can start in any conformation of the unlooped state at the start of data acquisition, the rate of increase in the looped population reflects the mean looping rate averaged over initial conformations.

Extract the looping rate k_loop by fitting N(t) with an exponential function: N(t) = N_0 (1 - exp(-k_loop t)). If increases biphasically, it can be fitted with a double exponential function: N(t) = N_f (1 - exp(-k_f t)) + N_a (1 - exp(-k_a t)) in this case, k_loop is obtained from:

\[
\frac{1}{k_{loop}} = \frac{N_f}{N_f + N_a} \cdot \frac{1}{k_f} + \frac{N_a}{N_f + N_a} \cdot \frac{1}{k_a}
\]

NOTE: Theoretically, the survival probability that a polymer has not looped at time t is not a single or double exponential function[12]. Exponential fitting is used as a practical means to extract the average looping time.

7. Determining the J Factor

NOTE: The J factor represents how concentrated one end of a dsDNA is around the other end. It can be determined by interpolating the concentration of one end segment of the DNA that would produce the same reaction rate with the other end segment as the measured looping rate. Experimentally, one end segment is immobilized on the surface, and the other end segment is introduced at a certain concentration c. If the measured annealing rate between the two ends is k_annel, then the J factor[21] is given by

\[ \frac{k_{loop}}{k_{annel} / c} \]

The annealing rate constant (k_annel = k_annel / C) is independent of the probe concentration.

1. Flow 20 µl of 30-50 pM biotin-Cy5 oligo (Primer 3) into a NeutrAvidin-coated channel. Rinse the channel with 100 µl T50 to wash away unbound oligos.
2. Prepare the imaging buffer as described in part 5 with the addition of Cy3 oligo (Primer 2) at a final concentration of 50 nM. Flow this imaging buffer into the channel.
3. While keeping the 532 nm laser on, briefly turn the 640 nm laser on to identify locations of surface-bound Cy5 oligos. Turn off the 640 nm laser and start monitoring the FRET signal.

NOTE: Upon hybridization of a Cy3 oligo to a surface-bound Cy5 oligo, Cy5 fluorescence will arise from FRET.

4. Using a MATLAB script, analyze the number of molecules which start in the unbound state (low Cy5 intensity) but later turn into the annealed state (high Cy5 intensity) as a function of time from the Cy5 intensity traces.

5. Plot this number of annealed molecules vs. time. Fit this curve with a single exponential function \( N(t) = N_\infty (1 - \exp(-k_{\text{anneal}}t)) \) to obtain the annealing rate \( k_{\text{anneal}} \).

6. Repeat this experiment at different Cy3 oligo concentrations (60, 100, and 180 nM) to confirm linearity between the annealing rate and the reactant concentration. Extract the second-order annealing rate constant \( k_{\text{anneal}} \) from the slope.

7. Calculate the J factor from \( J = \frac{k_{\text{loop}}}{k_{\text{anneal}}} \), where \( k_{\text{loop}} \) is the looping rate measured in the same buffer condition.

### Representative Results

DNA molecules used for the looping study consist of a duplex region of variable sequence and length and single-stranded overhangs that are complementary to each other. The overhangs, which are 7-base long, can anneal to each other to capture the looped state. Each overhang contains either Cy3 or Cy5 that is linked in the DNA backbone through amidite chemistry. The Cy5-overhang is also linked with biotin-TEG (15-atom Tetra-Ethylene Glycol spacer) for surface immobilization (see Figure 4A). All these modifications can be incorporated into the dsDNA following a PCR-based protocol (Protocol 1 and Figure 3B). The chosen length and sequence of the overhangs work well to produce detectable and reversible FRET events in normal experimental conditions. The looping and the unlooping kinetics of the DNA loop are sensitive to the surrounding temperature, and therefore, a temperature controller is essential for reproducibility. Such a controller can be readily incorporated into the microscope (Figure 2).

Using TIRFM, anti-correlated fluctuations of Cy3 (donor) and Cy5 (acceptor) signals from surface-immobilized dsDNA molecules were observed (Figure 4B). In the looped state, the distance between two dyes is smaller than 5nm, which would result in high Cy5 signal and low Cy3 signal due to high FRET efficiency (Figures 4A and 4C). Several control experiments were performed to prove that the high FRET state represents the looped state. The lifetime of the high FRET state increased with increasing overhang length, which suggests that the high FRET state is stabilized by base pairing between the two overhangs. The lifetime of the high FRET state also decreased with decreasing DNA length, which is expected because the loop free energy increases as the loop becomes smaller\(^{12}\). Based on this evidence, the high and low FRET states can be assigned to the looped and unlooped states, respectively.

To test the effect of intrinsic curvature of dsDNA on looping, two 186 bp dsDNAs with different curvatures were constructed, which are named 'straight' (S-DNA) and 'curved' (C-DNA) based on their curvature. The repeating 10-mer sequence is TTTATCATCC for the C-DNA and TGACAGCAAC for the S-DNA. The overall curvature of each of these dsDNAs was checked by PAGE (polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis), which is the most widely used method to estimate dsDNA curvature\(^{16,22}\). Figure 5 shows that the S-DNA runs similarly to the DNA of the same size in the DNA ladder (compare lane 1 and lane 2 in Figure 5). On the other hand, the C-DNA shows a larger apparent size compared to its counterpart in the DNA ladder (~1.2 larger than its real size, see lane 1 and lane 3). This observation indicates that the C–DNA possesses a larger intrinsic curvature than the S-DNA.

Figure 6 shows a representative fluorescence time trace from the C-DNA (Figure 6A) and the corresponding FRET trace (Figure 6B). Compared to the S-DNA (Figures 4B and 4C), the C-DNA produces more high FRET events during the same period of time; the C-DNA loops 4-7 times more frequently than the S-DNA during the same acquisition time (Figure 7). This result demonstrates that intrinsic curvature of DNA can significantly affect looping dynamics.

To extract the J factor from the looping rate, one needs to measure the concentration-independent second-order rate constant for hybridization between two disconnected overhangs. A realization of such measurement is shown in Figure 8A. Hybridization of the Cy3 oligo to the immobilized Cy5 oligo produces Cy5 intensity bursts due to FRET. From multiple measurements with different Cy3-oligo concentrations (see Figure 8B), one can extract in a statistically robust way. In our experiment, the annealing rate constant between the two oligos in 500 mM NaCl was determined to be \( 0.45 \pm 0.04 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ sec}^{-1} \). The J factor was calculated by dividing the looping rate \( k_{\text{loop}} \) by the second-order annealing rate constant \( k_{\text{anneal}} \). It was \( 61 \pm 3 \text{ nM} \) for the S-DNA and \( 265 \pm 48 \text{ nM} \) for the C-DNA. The J factor of the S-DNA (Figure 9) is in fair agreement with previous measurements at similar length\(^{12}\). 
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Figure 1. Objective-type TIRFM. A) Excitation optics. The 532 nm and 640 nm lasers are collimated separately to a similar diameter, merged into the same path by a dichroic mirror, and focused onto a tiny elliptical mirror placed underneath the objective back aperture. It is important to use an achromatic lens for focusing to minimize chromatic aberration. B) Microscope optics. The lateral position of the miniature mirror has to be finely adjusted so that it can reflect the laser beam through the objective while minimally blocking fluorescence emission. Therefore, it must be mounted on a small translation stage. Another mirror on the opposite side reflects the outgoing laser to prevent it from entering the detection optics. At the image plane outside the microscope body, an adjustable slit is placed to crop the image to half the size of the detection area of the CCD. The fluorescence emission is split by a dichroic mirror into two channels, and the relay lenses form the second image on the CCD with 1:1 magnification. One of the reflecting mirrors is slightly rotated to offset the donor and acceptor images. A bandpass and a longpass filters are used to reduce the background in the donor and acceptor channels, respectively. Click here to view larger image.
**Figure 2. Temperature control for single-molecule experiments.** The set temperature ($T_s$) is the reading on the water chiller/heater. The actual temperature ($T_a$) is measured by a thermocouple contacting the top surface of the coverslip on the microscope. The plot of the actual temperatures vs. six different set temperatures (black squares) shows excellent linearity (green dashed line). The robustness of the controller is shown by random measurements made at later times (red diamonds). The inset is the picture of the temperature controlling unit and the objective in their final assembly. The red line represents a slope of unity. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 3. DNA Design. A) Curved dsDNA. A 10-mer dsDNA is represented as a curved tube segment, and the two single strands as dashed lines. The helical axis of any 10-mer DNA is not perfectly straight, and thus each concatenation of such a 10-mer will lead to incremental tilt of the helical axis in the same direction. This effect can be exploited to generate a planar, superhelical molecule. B) PCR-based preparation of dsDNA. Single-stranded DNAs are shown as a horizontal line. Their actual curvature is not depicted here. The central segment in black represents the unique part of the DNA fragment. Shown in light grey are the adapter sequences common to all DNAs used in this study. Primer 1 and 4 anneal to the front and back adapters, respectively. Primer 2 is labeled with Cy3 at the 5’-end. Primer 3 has a biotin tag at the 5’-end and an internally linked Cy5. The light blue regions of Primer 2 and 3 contain complementary sequences that function as sticky ends. Either a plasmid or genomic DNA that contains the sequence of interest is used as the template in two separate PCR reactions. Cy3-labeled dsDNA is produced using primer 1 and 2, and biotinylated Cy5-labeled DNA is produced using primer 3 and 4. These two PCR products are heated and cooled together for strand exchange. Four different dsDNAs are formed, only one of which contains Cy3, Cy5, and biotin. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 4. Experimental scheme. **A)** Single-molecule FRET experiment. dsDNA molecules labeled with Cy3 (green) on one side and Cy5 (red) on the other are immobilized on the PEG (polyethylene glycol)-coated surface. Reversible looping and unlooping of dsDNAs result in high FRET (looped) and low FRET (unlooped) states, respectively. **B)** A typical single-molecule time trace of donor (green) and acceptor (red) fluorescence intensities. The high and low FRET states are identified as the looped and unlooped states, respectively. Also indicated is the first looping time that is used to calculate the looping rate. (Inset) The zoom-in figure shows the anti-correlation of the Cy3 and Cy5 intensities. **C)** A time trace of FRET efficiency calculated from donor and acceptor intensity traces in **B.** **Figure 4B** and **4C** were taken from the straight DNA (S-DNA) as described in the main text. The low FRET at 0.2 is due to direct excitation of Cy5 by the 532 nm laser, and confirms the presence of fluorescently active Cy5. [Click here to view larger image.]
Figure 5. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (29.2:0.8 acrylamide/bis-acrylamide, 5% in TBE buffer, pH 8.0) of synthetic DNAs. From left to right, the lanes contain 1 kb marker, the 186 bp Straight DNA and the 186 bp Curved DNA. This figure is partially adapted from a previous publication with permission. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 6. Representative traces from the curved DNA (C-DNA) (A) and its corresponding FRET trace (B). Comparison of the intensity and FRET traces between S-DNA (Figures 4B and 4C) and C-DNA (Figures 6A and 6B) clearly shows that the curved DNA loops more frequently than the straight DNA in the same buffer condition. (Inset) The zoom-in figure shows the anti-correlation of the Cy3 and Cy5 intensities. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 7. The mean first looping times of the straight and the curved DNAs. Each time was extracted from ~500 molecules in 5 different fields. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) calculated from 3 independent experiments. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 8. Determining the annealing rate constant from oligo hybridization. A) Schematic view of the annealing rate measurement. Cy5 primer is immobilized on the surface, and Cy3 primer is present at 50-180 nM. Binding and unbinding of the Cy3 primer at 50 nM occur reversibly and lead to detectable acceptor bursts, which are shown in the inset. B) The annealing rate depends linearly on the concentration of the free oligo. The slope of the line represents the second-order annealing rate constant ($k_{\text{anneal}}^\prime$). Click here to view larger image.
Figure 9. The J factors of the straight and curved DNAs calculated in nM. The J factor was determined based on two measurables: the looping rate of the dsDNA loop and the annealing rate constant of the free complementary overhangs. Click here to view larger image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Volume/50 μl reaction</th>
<th>Final concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>36 μl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x phusion buffer</td>
<td>10 μl</td>
<td>1x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mM dNTPs</td>
<td>1 μl</td>
<td>200 μM each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward primer (25 μM)</td>
<td>1 μl</td>
<td>0.5 μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse primer (25 μM)</td>
<td>1 μl</td>
<td>0.5 μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phusion hot start DNA polymerase (2 U/μl)</td>
<td>0.5 μl</td>
<td>0.02 U/μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template DNA</td>
<td>0.5 μl</td>
<td>~1 ng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. PCR reaction mix. The protocol is optimized for the Phusion DNA polymerase. Items should be added in this order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle step</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Number of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial denaturation</td>
<td>95 °C</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

A simple single-molecule assay based on FRET was used to study looping kinetics of DNAs of different intrinsic shapes. Curved DNAs can be prepared by repeating a 10-mer sequence in phase with the helical period of 10.5 bp, and their curvatures can be estimated using PAGE. These dsDNAs are designed with sticky ends to allow transient loop stabilization. We extracted the looping rate from the exponential rise in the number of looped molecules over time. The annealing rate constant between the disconnected sticky end segments is used to determine the concentration equivalent of the looping probability density, which is known as the J factor.

In a ligase-based DNA cyclization assay, the measurement of DNA closure probability is sensitive to the ligase concentration, and the J factor can be overestimated if ligase is excessive[2]. Nonspecific binding of DNA ligase to DNA can also affect the looping[12]. Furthermore, ligase activity depends on salt and decays over time. Thus it is difficult to study DNA looping in conditions suboptimal for ligase activity. In contrast, a FRET-based looping assay is free from all of these concerns.

Our experimental protocol is similar to that of Vafabakhsh and Ha[13] except two important aspects which are worthy of discussion. Vafabakhsh and Ha[13] constructed their dsDNA molecules by ligating several synthetic oligos. Although the error (insertion, deletion, or substitution) rate per nucleotide in oligo synthesis is negligible (f 0.181%), the fraction of unintended DNA sequences increases linearly with oligo length. Therefore, a 100-bp duplex sample prepared by this protocol can contain up to ~33% imperfect duplexes which may result in higher looping rate[24]. In comparison, our protocol uses polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to synthesize the dsDNA molecules, which has a much higher fidelity than DNA chemosynthesis[25]. According to the manufacturer's data, the high-fidelity polymerase we used would generate a correct 100-bp DNA molecule at 99.8% probability after 30 cycles of PCR amplification.

Another key difference between the two studies is the surface immobilization scheme. In our study, DNA molecules are attached to the surface through their ends, whereas in the protocol by Vafabakhsh and Ha[13], they are attached through an internal base. It was predicted that based on the confinement effect alone, an internally pinned dsDNA can loop more frequently than a free dsDNA, up to a factor of five depending on the location of internal pinning[26]. Therefore, when measuring the J factor as a function of DNA contour length, internal pinning can introduce unexpected variability. It is also possible that the modified base with the linker has a weaker base pairing capability, which can result in a higher looping rate. However, despite these apparent differences, the two protocols produce similar J factors at 100 bp (~3 nM vs. ~2 nM).

This FRET-based looping assay holds promise for studying a wide range of phenomena related to dsDNA looping including the effect of mismatches, nicks or gaps on dsDNA looping[27], the effect of DNA binding proteins on dsDNA looping, and temperature dependence of dsDNA flexibility. These topics would be difficult to address with the conventional ligase-based cyclization. The FRET-based looping assay can also be used to measure the J factor vs. the contour length, which is the standard relationship to test polymer models. However, the protocol we presented here is not well-suited to studying looping of dsDNA shorter than 100 bp. Below this length, dsDNA looping becomes extremely slow, and therefore the measured rate will be affected by other unintended processes such as photobleaching. One can accelerate the apparent looping kinetics by using high salt concentration ([Na+] > 500 mM), but physiological relevance of such measurement becomes questionable. Hence, investigation of dsDNA bending at length scales below 100 bp will benefit from an approach orthogonal to cyclization-based assays.
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